BELDT Labs is a member of eBay’s VeRO program. BELDT Labs strictly enforces its intellectual property rights, including but not limited to its trademarks, service marks, and copyrights. This intellectual property is utilized in connection with the retail operations of BELDT Labs and e-commerce operations at beldtlabs.com and getskald.com. All products manufactured and sold by BELDT Labs (e.g. SKALD, registered trademark serial number: 87015661) are the wholly owned intellectual property of BELDT Labs.

BELDT Labs and its licensees have the exclusive right to use its intellectual property. Trademarks and service marks are protected under United States and international trademark laws. Any unauthorized use of the BELDT Labs trademarks or service marks without the express written permission of BELDT Labs is subject to prosecution for trademark infringement. Similarly, textual, photographic and audiovisual works produced and published by BELDT Labs or its licensees in any format are protected under United States and international copyright laws. Any production or copying of copyrighted materials owned by BELDT Labs without the express written permission of BELDT Labs is subject to prosecution for copyright infringement. BELDT Labs regularly monitors the Internet, including auction sites, in order to protect its intellectual property rights. Unauthorized uses of BELDT Labs’ intellectual property will result in eBay’s notification of such use for the intended removal of the auction. Note that the manufacture, distribution, and/or sale of counterfeit BELDT Labs merchandise is illegal and subject to criminal prosecution.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

- I have had a listing removed and now my account has been suspended. Can you assist me with having my eBay account suspension removed? It will be necessary for you to contact eBay directly regarding your account status. eBay will not discuss the activation of a trader’s account with us.
• **I bought the product from eBay so assumed it must be genuine.** BELDT Labs cannot guarantee the authenticity of any BELDT Labs item sold on eBay. If you purchased the product from another eBay trader, we suggest you contact eBay directly about this seller and leave feedback on the site.

• **I bought the product in good faith from eBay. Can you provide me with a refund?** BELDT Labs is not a trader or distributor of our brands via eBay. Accordingly, BELDT Labs cannot provide refunds for items purchased through eBay.

• **I only want to buy genuine BELDT Labs goods. How can I be sure I am doing this?** To be sure the goods you have purchased are genuine we recommend purchasing BELDT Labs brands from a reputable retailer. BELDT Labs cannot guarantee the authenticity of any BELDT Labs item sold on eBay.